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Issue 1

Using flip cameras with top set year 9
In the previous lesson students had completed flow maps on life in a shanty town. The aim of the
flow maps was to partially consider shanty town life from an environmental, economic and social
perspective. As follow up work based on this, students were put into groups and told to produce
a 2 minute news report on life in a shanty town. Each group (of approximately 5) were given a flip
camera on which to record their news report to be broadcast on ‘Geog TV’.
Groups were mixed so that they did not consist of friendship groups. Excited by the use of a
camera, students did not consider this an issue and were all involved in the planning and creation
of their news report. Students were told that they would have only 10 minutes in which to record
their report and therefore detailed planning was essential. Students were given free choice on
how they wanted to present their news reports. As a result, some groups decided to write out
scripts, whereas other groups discussed role plays. Students could be heard discussing the
criteria that was given to them at the start of the lesson and how best to present this on a news
report. Cameras were only given to students during the last 5 minutes of the planning stage. This
allowed students to familiarise themselves with how to use the cameras.
An issue that arose during this lesson was having 5 separate groups trying to record their news
reports at the same time in the same room. This was solved by allowing groups to use the
area outside the classroom so that they could spread themselves out. A benefit of this was that
students could then use the space to recreate a mock setting of a shanty town which they could
then use as a background for interviewing shanty town residents.
After completing their recordings, students downloaded the footage onto their area on the network.
They were instructed to then use moviemaker to edit their footage and complete the news report.
Whilst editing the footage, students were again forced to consider the how their footage had met
the criteria given to them at the start of the lesson. Some groups realised they hadn’t covered all
relevant areas and decided to improvise by adding additional footage taken from Google images in
order to meet the required criteria.
With 5 minutes to go of the lesson students realised that they would be unable to complete
the news report to the standard they wanted and so requested to have additional time later on
to complete it. They were told that this would be difficult and therefore the only option was to
complete it as homework, to which they all agreed. Students were told that we would watch them
on the last week of term as a treat – something the students have repeatedly reminded me of
since!
As a plenary, students were asked what sort of things they had to do during the lesson in order to
complete the report. The first thing students referred to was the skills involved such as teamwork,
communication, IT etc. Only after some direction did students realise the amount of subject
thought they had to use in order to complete the news report.
Students are keen to use the cameras again and therefore the purchase of them seems a good
investment. It is currently being discussed in how to include them in the departments SoW for all
key stages.
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Roles to improve group work.
Group work is often a situation where it is easy for some pupils to avoid participation. Giving pupils
specific roles in addition to completing the task can help them stay focussed. Four roles I have used
successfully are: chairperson, judge, scribe and banker.
Chairperson
The chairperson is in charge of reporting any findings back to the rest of the class. They are also in charge
of keeping the discussion moving.
Judge
The judge has the final say on any decisions the group has to make. They decide who does which part of the
task and share out the work. They also have ultimate responsibility for ensuring the task is completed.
Scribe
The scribe is in charge of recording and collating information for the whole group.
Banker
The banker observes and reports back on how well the group work together. They can be in charge of
sharing out any rewards the team gets for completing the task.
Running the task
Roles can be chosen based on pupils’ personal strengths, or to develop a weaker area.
You don’t have to use all of the roles in one task.
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Innovation Unit News Letter
Year 8 Lesson
Year 8 pupils had been studying the causes of the English Civil War. In previous lessons we
covered the long and short term causes in preparation for an essay they were to write. As part of
these lessons pupils were asked to pick a side they were to support and write arguments to back
their opinion in preparation for a class debate. Pupils were then told to sit in different parts of the
classroom to represent their side. One pupil on each side was given the responsibility to give the
opening and closing arguments. During the debate pupils were told they were only allowed to
speak if they were given permission and any shouting out would result in loss of points.
The debate lasted about 40 minutes with both sides offering new points to back their side or
coming up with counter arguments. One of the strengths of this type of task was that all pupils
were involved and were keen to show their opinion and win points for their side. Also it allowed
pupils to start thinking about higher level questions and responses which they sometimes would
not do in a normal lesson.
As a follow on to this lesson pupils were then to work in groups in order to produce a bias poster
and speech to persuade people to join their side in the Civil War. This again allowed pupils to
become more imaginative with some groups writing songs and poems instead of a speech. Pupils
enjoyed working in groups and sharing their ideas while trying to produce a poster that would
be more persuasive than the other teams. The results were better than expected, pupils worked
hard for two lessons staying focused and on the task. All groups produced a very good poster and
gave excellent presentations in front of the class. As the groups gave their presentations the rest
of the class filled in a table giving them marks on persuasiveness and overall presentation. This
gave the class a chance to evaluate their own work and assess their own strengths and areas of
improvement.
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Following on from the Positively Mad creative and unique workshop
delivered to both pupils and staff at Wood Green High School, I have been applying some of their deep impacting
learning methods to my subject area and through my own teaching practice. Positively Mad promote effective learning
through their motivational and inspirational skills, engaging pupils in a multi-sensory, multi media experience. Their
use of mind mapping is something that I found of particular value. Within my lessons I have incorporated mind mapping
in a variety of contexts. One example of this was to recap units covered within the BTEC Dance course. Pupils were
required to draw upon prior learning and highlight the assessment criteria for each unit. I then made copies of the
mind map for the pupils to use as a contents page for their folders. They could therefore continue to add to the map
whilst monitoring their own progress and completion of assignments. Another example of a mind map was to introduce
the lesson objectives of basic shapes within Trampolining. The main strands comprised of the names of the basic
shapes, the fingers coming away from each strand contained the success criteria. Pupils then used the map to peer
assess, focusing on positive specific feedback with reference to the details of the map on the board. Mind mapping can
encourage learning in a variety of ways and can act as a lesson starter to introduce a new topic, a kinaesthetic procedure
where pupils take ownership for their own learning by adding to the map throughout the lesson, a recapping mind map
that requires pupils to draw upon prior learning.
Things positively mad advise us to consider when using mind mapping:

●The central word should be embossed / bubble writing. Do not put a border around the word as it blocks the transition

from the word to the thinking process.
●Each strand should be a different colour.
●Use curved lines.
●Write the word along the top of lines.
●Use small pictures / images next to each word.
●Add information in a clockwise direction.
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Innovation unit report 2010
9W & G Shanty town models
9G & W have completed a unit of work on ‘Shanty towns in India’ and following looking a development
across the world and the impacts of these contrast in development on people. To conclude this unit both
classes made models of shanty towns, based upon those they had seen in the Dharavi slum in Mumbai,
India.
All students thought about their designs before the ‘building’ lesson and brought in their own
materials in. They thought carefully about the features of a Shanty town and made sure that they brought
in enough cardboard etc to create these. Features included; Small, ramshackle shanty houses that are
made out of anything they can find as well as waste tips and washing lines!
Mrs Buchanan judged these models once complete and one of the winning models are is below!

A winning shanty town model from Jordan Bloomer and Ebrahim Jeewa
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The use of ‘Stilling ‘as a medium for experiential learning in Religious Education.
As an avid supporter and devoted practitioner of ‘experiential learning in Religious
Education’ it wasn’t too difficult for me to decide which activity I wished to share with
other colleagues. As a student teacher ( many many years ago!! ), we were often encouraged
to adopt teaching and learning strategies which not only advanced pupils knowledge and
understanding of a particular topic but which also enabled them to develop empathy for
certain moral and spiritual issues. The very contentious nature of some of the topics we
cover in RE i.e. death, coping with bereavement, war, absolute questions concerning life,
belief in God and the afterlife means that on occasion’s written based activities may not
always provide pupils with the opportunity to empathise with such questions. Therefore it
becomes necessary to adopt alternative strategies as a prelude such as ‘meditation or stilling
exercises.
The use of ‘stilling’ is one form of the art of ‘meditation’ and as the name suggests it involves
the individual using the physical and mental state of being ‘still ‘ ( something some of our
pupils often find difficult to do) to peruse over life’s ultimate questions. The strategy is
certainly effective for promoting spiritual development and can generate some interesting
discussions afterwards on thoughts and feelings.
The Use of Stilling was used with my Year 8 class who as part of their Rites of Passage topic
were investigating ‘Death and the afterlife’.
Initially the group was guided through a few simple breathing exercises to clear out any
negativity and to aid relaxation.
The group was then guided through a series of vignettes which required them to focus and
to think about their earliest memory. This could be their earliest happy or sad memory. Once
they had reflected on this they were then told to move on to other stages throughout their
life bringing them into the present day. At each stage it was important that each memory
was locked away into an area of their minds so as not to cause confusion and overlap with
other memories. As the stilling exercise progressed the group was taken on a journey using
the eyes and ears of their imagination into the future to contemplate the unknown.
The activity was brought to a gentle close by again adopting the same procedures as applied
at the initial stages.
Pupils were asked to convey their thoughts and feelings through words or pictures. This was
then followed up by discussion either as a group or in pairs. A written task was then used to
ask pupils to produce more thought provoking answers to some of life’s ultimate questions.
Shamim Tamber
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